Appendix A: Schedule of Fees

Per the WCA Constitution and By-Laws, the following membership and registration fees shall apply to Fleets and Members of the International One Design Class.

1. Annual Fleet Dues
   Each fleet shall pay Annual Fleet Dues equal to the number of boats in the fleet multiplied by $30 to the WCA.

2. Annual Member Dues
   Each individual member shall pay an Annual Membership fee to the IOD World Class Association of $15.

3. Appeal Fee
   Written appeals of a local Fleet decision regarding a WCA Member or Boat must be accompanied by a $50 Appeal fee.

Appendix B: Schedule of Royalties

1. Boat builders shall be required to pay a Royalty to the WCA of U.S. $2,000 for each new wood or fiberglass hull, prior to registration of such boat with the Class Secretary.

2. Such Royalty may be changed by majority vote of the WCA Executive in the course of their care for the Class owned molds and periodic agreement with Licensed Boat Builders.